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Abstract
This paper presents an approach to refactoring real-time speciﬁcations written using Real-Time
Object-Z. This allows implementation components such as clocks and sensors, not necessarily
present in an initial abstract speciﬁcation, to be introduced via a sequence of reﬁnement steps.
The approach, based on similar work for Object-Z, is enabled by a semantics of object instan-
tiation and operation synchronisation introduced in this paper. Means of reﬁning synchronising
operations to reﬂect the timing and causality constraints of an implementation are also presented.
Keywords: Refactoring, formal development, real-time embedded systems, reﬁnement, Real-Time
Object-Z
1 Introduction
The way in which we structure an abstract speciﬁcation of a system is often
quite diﬀerent to the way in which we structure its implementation. Generally,
an implementation will have many more interacting components. Including
such architectural details in an initial speciﬁcation may obscure the essential
functionality and complicate reasoning. Additionally, the ﬁnal implementation
architecture may not be able to be predicted until further into the development
process.
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This is particularly true of object-oriented software systems where imple-
mentations require a range of classes addressing what are primarily imple-
mentation concerns, e.g., for user interface speciﬁc functionality, internals of
data structures, and library interfaces. This has led to the development of
structure-transforming refactoring approaches for a number of object-oriented
speciﬁcation languages [6,7,9,10,12,1,5]. In particular, McComb and Smith
[12] have developed a way to introduce arbitrary numbers of objects into
Object-Z speciﬁcations [15] using reﬁnement.
The need for introducing design into speciﬁcations is also important in the
domain of real-time embedded systems, i.e., systems where software compo-
nents interact with a continuously changing non-software environment. Typ-
ically, components such as clocks, although central to any implementation,
are ignored in abstract speciﬁcations of such systems. Also, sensor devices
(distinct components in an implementation) are commonly modelled as sim-
ple inputs to another component at the speciﬁcation level. Hence, a means of
refactoring real-time speciﬁcations is desirable.
Real-Time Object-Z [17] is an extension of Object-Z which enables the
speciﬁcation of real-time embedded systems. It adds the notation of the Timed
Interval Calculus (TIC) [4] to Object-Z enabling real-time constraints and
interactions with a continuous environment to be speciﬁed. In this paper, we
adapt the Object-Z refactoring approach of McComb and Smith to Real-Time
Object-Z. To do so, we ﬁrst need to deﬁne a semantics of objects in Real-Time
Object-Z as the current deﬁnition of the formalism does not support object
instantiation.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce Real-Time
Object-Z using a speedometer example. In Section 3, we introduce object
instantiation to Real-Time Object-Z and, in particular, provide a means of
specifying synchronisation between operations in diﬀerent objects. In Sec-
tion 4, we discuss the adaptation of the Object-Z refactoring approach and
refactor the speedometer example to reﬂect a particular design. In Section 5,
we examine the issues of reﬁnement and compositionality that arise from our
semantics of objects before concluding in Section 6.
2 Real-Time Object-Z
Real-Time Object-Z [17] is an integration of Object-Z [15] and the Timed In-
terval Calculus (TIC) [4] aimed at specifying systems in which both complex
data structures and continuous real-time variables play a role. Components
are speciﬁed using Object-Z’s class construct extended with TIC predicates
describing the component’s environmental assumptions and eﬀects. These
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predicates constrain the behaviour of the Object-Z class and deﬁne its inter-
actions with its continuous environment. They refer exclusively to timed trace
variables, i.e., variables whose types are total functions mapping times to the
value the variable assumes at those times. For example, given that T denotes
absolute time (in seconds), the following expresses that a variable v : T → R
becomes equal to a continuous and diﬀerentiable (denoted by the function
symbol  [3]) variable u : T R within 0.1 seconds whenever u > 10.
〈u > 10〉 ⊆ 〈δ = 0.1〉 ; 〈v = u〉
The brackets 〈 〉 are used to specify a set of time intervals. The left-hand side
of the above predicate denotes the set of all time intervals where, for all times
t in the intervals, u(t) is greater than 10. The right-hand side of the above
expression comprises two sets of intervals. The ﬁrst uses the reserved symbol
δ which denotes the duration of an interval. Hence, this set contains all those
intervals with duration 0.1 seconds. The second set denotes all intervals in
which (for all times in the intervals) v equals u. It is combined with the ﬁrst
set of intervals using the concatenation operator ‘;’. This operator forms a
set of intervals by joining intervals from one set to those of another whenever
their end points meet. (One endpoint must be closed and the other open [4]).
Hence, the right-hand side of the predicate speciﬁes all those intervals where
after 0.1 seconds, v equals u. The entire predicate, therefore, states (using ⊆)
that all intervals where u is greater than 10, are also intervals where, after 0.1
seconds, v equals u.
As an example of Real-Time Object-Z, consider specifying a speedometer
(based on that speciﬁed in [8]) which calculates the speed of a vehicle by
detecting the rotation of one of its wheels: the speed is calculated by dividing
the wheel circumference by the time taken for a single rotation.
Let the wheel circumference be 3 metres
wheel circum == 3 −metres
and assume a maximum speed of 60 metres per second (216 km/hr).
MaxSpeed == 60 −metres per second
The speed output by the speedometer is a natural number between 0 and
MaxSpeed .
Speed == 0 . . MaxSpeed −metres per second
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The complete speciﬁcation of the speedometer is provided by the following
class.
Speedometer
wheel angle? : T R
last calculation : T
speed ! : Speed
INIT
last calculation < τ − 2 ∗ wheel circum
speed ! = 0
CalculateSpeed
Δ(last calculation, speed !)
wheel angle?(τ) mod 2π = 0
∀ t : [τ . . . τ ′] • wheel angle?(t) mod 2π = 0
last calculation ′ = τ
speed !′ = wheel circum/(τ − last calculation)± 0.5
〈|s wheel angle? | 2π ∗MaxSpeed/wheel circum〉 = 〈true〉
〈wheel angle? mod 2π = 0〉 ; 〈wheel angle? mod 2π = 0〉 ⊆
〈true〉 ; 〈CalculateSpeed〉 ; 〈true〉
The speedometer’s environment includes a continuous variable representing
the angle of the wheel in radians from some ﬁxed position (wheel angle?). The
use of a constant giving the wheel’s value over all time is consistent with the
style of speciﬁcation used in TIC. The “?” decoration on the name is used
to indicate that it is an environmental variable that acts as an input to the
speciﬁed system. Similarly, environmental variables decorated with “!” act as
outputs from the system.
The speedometer calculates the speed (speed !) from the wheel circumfer-
ence and the wheel angle. To do this it keeps track of the time of the last
speed calculation in a state variable last calculation. Initially, this variable
is set to a time more than 2 ∗ wheel circum seconds before the current time
τ . This ensures that the ﬁrst speed calculation, when the wheel starts rotat-
ing, will be zero (since the calculated speed is a natural number with units
metres per second and a wheel rotation time of more than 2 ∗ wheel circum
corresponds to a speed of less than 0.5 metres per second). Ensuring the ﬁrst
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speed calculation is zero is necessary because the wheel may not undergo a
full rotation before it occurs.
The operation CalculateSpeed calculates the speed to the nearest natural
number based on the wheel circumference and the time since the last cal-
culation. As in Object-Z, operations include a delta-list (i.e., a list of the
form Δ(. . .)) of variables which they are able to change (in this case both
last calculation and speed !), and denote post-state variables using primes,
e.g., last calculation ′.
CalculateSpeed is enabled each time the wheel passes the point correspond-
ing to a multiple of 2π radians. The ﬁrst two predicates of the operation ensure
that the wheel angle mod 2π is 0 only for the ﬁrst time instant of the oper-
ation. This prevents implementations where the wheel completes an entire
rotation before CalculateSpeed has ﬁnished executing. (Note that intervals of
real numbers can be speciﬁed using combinations of the brackets [ ] for closed
intervals and ( ) for open intervals.)
The latter constraint is feasible since the class has an assumption predicate
(above the short horizontal line at the bottom of the class) which limits the
rate of change of wheel angle? (s v denotes the derivative of a diﬀerentiable
variable v [3]). This assumption also ensures that the speed calculated by the
ﬁnal predicate of CalculateSpeed is less than or equal to MaxSpeed . (Note that
〈true〉 denotes the set of all possible intervals.)
To ensure that CalculateSpeed occurs every time the wheel passes the
point corresponding to 0 radians, the class also has an eﬀect predicate (be-
low the short horizontal line at the bottom of the class) which states that
CalculateSpeed occurs in a sub-interval of any interval where the wheel angle
mod 2π is 0, and then becomes non-zero.
2.1 Semantics
The semantics of Real-Time Object-Z [17] is given in terms of an extension
to the history semantics of Object-Z [13, §2.3]. In the Object-Z semantics, a
history of a class is a possible sequence of states an instance of the class can
pass through, together with the associated sequence of operations that cause
the state changes. A state is an assignment of values to a set of identiﬁers
representing its variables and the constants it can refer to. The states S of a
class are hence deﬁned as
S ⊆ Id 	 	→ Value
An operation comprises the operation’s name and an assignment of values to
the operations parameters. The operations O of a class are deﬁned as
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O ⊆ Id × (Id 	 	→ Value)
Therefore, the set of histories of a class is represented by a set 3
H ⊆ Sω ×Oω
such that
(s , o) ∈ H ⇒ s = 〈 〉 (H1)
(s , o) ∈ H ∧ s ∈ S ∗ ⇒ #s = #o + 1 (H2)
(s , o) ∈ H ∧ s ∈ S ∗ ⇒ o ∈ O∗ (H3)
(s1
 s2, o1
 o2) ∈ H ∧ #s1 = #o1 + 1⇒ (s1, o1) ∈ H (H4)
These properties capture the fact that the sequence of states is non-empty
(H1) and is one longer than the sequence of operations (H2) (except when
both are inﬁnite (H3)), and that the set of histories is preﬁx-closed (H4).
The semantics of Real-Time Object-Z models a class as a set of real-time
histories. A real-time history extends a standard Object-Z history with
• start and end times of each operation,
• timed trace representations of all constants and variables, and
• a set of time intervals for each operation denoting the operation occurrences.
Since the latter can be derived from the start and end times of operations [17],
we do not need to include them explicitly as part of the semantics. Similarly,
since the timed trace representation of constants and variables can be derived
from the sequence of states [17] 4 , we do not need to explicitly include them
either.
The start times are represented by a sequence of times equal in length
to the number of operations (or inﬁnite when the number of operations are
inﬁnite). Similarly, the end times are represented by a sequence of times. The
ﬁrst end time denotes the time at which initialisation occurred. Hence, the
length of the sequence is one greater than the number of start times (or inﬁnite
when the number of start times is inﬁnite).
Therefore, the real-time histories of a class can be represented by a set
R ⊆ Sω ×Oω × Tω × Tω
3
S
ω and S ∗ denote the set of (possibly inﬁnite) sequences and set of ﬁnite sequences,
respectively, of elements from the set S .
4 Note that since continuous variables are modelled as constants, their value (over all time)
is available in any state.
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such that
(s , o, ts , te) ∈ R ⇒
s = 〈 〉 ∧ (∀ i ∈ 1 . . #ts • te(i)  ts(i)  te(i + 1)) (R1)
(s , o, ts , te) ∈ R ∧ s ∈ S
∗ ⇒ #s = #o + 1 = #ts + 1 = #te (R2)
(s , o, ts , te) ∈ R ∧ s ∈ S
∗ ⇒ o ∈ O∗ ∧ ts ∈ T
∗ ∧ te ∈ T
∗ (R3)
(s1  s2, o1  o2, ts1  ts2, te1  te2) ∈ R
∧ #s1 = #o1 + 1 = #ts1 + 1 = #te1 ⇒ (s1, o1, ts1, te1) ∈ R (R4)
These properties extend those for standard Object-Z histories so that there
is an appropriate ordering on start and end times of operations (R1), and the
sequences of start and end times are of the same length as the sequence of
operations, and one more than the sequence of operations, respectively (R2)
(except when each of the sequences are inﬁnite (R3)).
Given a function ROZ mapping Object-Z classes to sets of real-time histo-
ries, and a function RTIC mapping TIC predicates to real-time histories (see
[17] for details), the set of real-time histories of a Real-Time Object-Z class C
with Object-Z part O , assumption predicate A and eﬀect predicate E is given
by
R(C ) = {h | h ∈ RTIC (A) ⇒ h ∈ RTIC (E ) ∩ROZ (O))}
2.1.1 Reﬁnement
Reﬁnement in Real-Time Object-Z can be performed by reﬁning the Object-Z
and timed trace parts of the class separately according to the rules of reﬁne-
ment of their respective notations. No new rules need to be developed.
For Object-Z, reﬁnement is achieved by strengthening the initial condition
and/or the postconditions of operations (modulo the retrieve relation). Pre-
conditions of operations cannot be weakened, as in Z reﬁnement [18], due to
Object-Z’s blocking interpretation of operations [15]. Under this interpreta-
tion operations cannot occur when their preconditions are not satisﬁed. In
Z they can occur when their preconditions are not satisﬁed resulting in an
undeﬁned post-state.
Reﬁnement in TIC consists of weakening of the assumptions and strength-
ening of the eﬀects of speciﬁcations [4]. In Real-Time Object-Z, this strength-
ening and weakening of the TIC predicates is performed in the context of the
class’s operation deﬁnitions. This is necessary so that Boolean variables repre-
senting operations in the TIC predicates can be related to the environmental
and local variables the operations access and modify.
Reﬁning the Object-Z part O of a class C restricts the possible post-states
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Fig. 1. Speedometer design
of operation occurrences (modulo the retrieve relation) and hence the possible
real-time histories of the class, ROZ (O). Similarly, reﬁning the TIC part of a
class restricts the real-time histories of the eﬀect E ,RTIC (E ), and/or increases
the real-time histories of the assumption A, RTIC (A). The overall eﬀect of
reﬁning either part of a class, therefore, is to restrict the real-time histories
given by R(C ).
3 Objects in Real-Time Object-Z
Assume we want to implement the speedometer of Section 2 in terms of the
three components in Figure 1. That is, a wheel sensor sends a pulse to the
main speedometer component whenever the wheel completes a rotation. The
latter component counts pulses from a clock component in order to calculate
the speed.
Expressing such a design in an object-oriented fashion requires the use of
object instantiation. Given a global constant
freq == 106 −hertz
denoting the clock frequency, the Speedometer class might, for example, be
expressed in terms of instances of Clock and WheelSensor classes as follows.
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Speedometer
clock : Clock
sensor : WheelSensor
count : N
speed ! : Speed
INIT
count > 2 ∗ wheel circum ∗ freq
clock .INIT
IncCount
Δ(count)
count ′ = count + 1
Count =̂ clock .ClockPulse ∧ IncCount
NewSpeed
Δ(count , speed !)
count ′ = 0
speed !′ = wheel circum/(count/freq)± 0.5
CalculateSpeed =̂ sensor .WheelPulse ∧ NewSpeed
true
true
The class has an operation Count which conjoins two operations to increment
the count (IncCount) whenever the object clock performs a ClockPulse op-
eration (clock .ClockPulse). Similarly, CalculateSpeed conjoins an operation
to calculate the new speed (NewSpeed) whenever the object sensor performs
a WheelPulse operation (sensor .WheelPulse). Initially, the count is set to a
large enough value so that the ﬁrst speed calculation, when the wheel starts
rotating, will be zero. Also, the object clock is initialised. The details of class
Clock and WheelSensor will be seen in Section 4. Note that there are no
TIC predicates in Speedometer as the timing constraints appear in the other
classes.
Unlike Object-Z, however, the current deﬁnition of Real-Time Object-Z
does not support object instantiation. In Object-Z the type of an object is
the set of histories of its class. That is, the value of an object at any instant
is a single history denoting the operations the object has undergone and the
states it has passed through.
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To reuse this existing semantics, we can also represent objects in Real-
Time Object-Z by Object-Z histories. However, to also capture their real-
time behaviour, we need to embed the operation start and end times within
these histories. This can be done by adding state variables τs : T and τe : T
to a class’s histories denoting the times the last operation started and ended
respectively. Initially, the variable τs is set to 0. That is, we deﬁne the set of
histories associated with a Real-Time Object-Z class C as follows.
H(C ) = {h | ∃ r ∈ R(C ) •
states(h)(1) = states(r)(1)
∪{τs 	→ 0}
∪{τe 	→ end times(r)(1)} ∧
(∀ n ∈ dom ops(r) •
states(h)(n + 1) = states(r)(n + 1)
∪{τs 	→ start times(r)(n)}
∪{τe 	→ end times(r)(n + 1)}) ∧
ops(h) = ops(r)}
where given a history h = s×o, states(h) = s and ops(h) = o, and given a real-
time history r = s×o× ts × te , states(r) = s , ops(r) = o, start times(r) = ts
and end times(r) = te .
3.1 Operation synchronisation
Given the above semantics of objects, the issue arises of how to synchronise
operations of an object with those in the class declaring the object. For exam-
ple, in the Speedometer class above, we want the IncCount operation to occur
whenever the ClockPulse operation of clock occurs. Simply conjoining the
operations does not ensure this as the τ variables are local to their respective
classes.
One approach to ensure synchronisation would be to equate the operations’
start and end times, i.e., to equate the values of τs and τe embedded in the
history representing clock to the values of τ and τ ′ of the operation IncCount .
This is overly restrictive, however, forcing the operations from Speedometer
and Clock to have identical start and end times. In general, synchronising
operations may simply overlap.
To ensure operations overlap (but do not necessarily share start or end
times) we introduce an implicit output variable t ! : T to every operation and
an implicit predicate τ  t !  τ ′. Since any conjoined operations need to
agree on t ! they will need to have at least one time in common between their
start and end times.
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In particular, it should be noted that an operation deﬁned as
Op1 =̂ a.Op
where a is an object, is semantically equivalent to
Op1 =̂ [ t ! : T | τ  t !  τ ′ ]∧a.Op
Therefore, Op1 and a.Op overlap in time only (through the shared output
t !). They do not necessarily have the same start and end times.
Introducing such a shared output variable results in a known problem with
compositionality and reﬁnement in Object-Z [11]. A means of dealing with
this is discussed in Section 5.
4 Refactoring
McComb and Smith [12] present a strategy for using the existing theory of
class reﬁnement in Object-Z [2] to introduce an arbitrary number of object
instances into a speciﬁcation. Since class reﬁnement applies only to a single
class, the key part of the strategy is to deﬁne a single class which is equivalent
to a system of interacting classes. That is, the strategy creates one class which
has all the features of every class in the system, and so can act as the class of
every object. The system structure is then set up using self referencing to the
class.
Consider the following reﬁnement of the Speedometer class of Section 2 5 .
We have introduced details of the sensor and clock components we wish to
introduce in order to reﬁne to the design of Figure 1.
Speedometer
wheel angle? : T R
count : N
speed ! : Speed
INIT
count > 2 ∗ wheel circum ∗ freq
speed ! = 0
ClockPulse
τ ′ < τ + 1/freq
IncCount
Δ(count)
count ′ = count + 1
Count =̂ ClockPulse ∧ IncCount
5 We take the view that a class’s interface can be widened under reﬁnement [9].
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WheelPulse
wheel angle?(τ) mod 2π = 0
∀ t : [τ . . . τ ′] • wheel angle?(t) mod 2π = 0
NewSpeed
Δ(count , speed !)
count ′ = 0
speed !′ = wheel circum/(count/freq)± 0.5
CalculateSpeed =̂ WheelPulse ∧ NewSpeed
〈| s wheel angle?|  2π ∗MaxSpeed/wheel circum〉 = 〈true〉
〈wheel angle? mod 2π = 0〉 ; 〈wheel angle? mod 2π = 0〉 ⊆
〈true〉 ; 〈WheelPulse〉 ; 〈true〉
〈δ > 1/freq〉 ⊆ 〈true〉 ; 〈ClockPulse〉 ; 〈true〉
The new operation ClockPulse has a duration of less than 1/freq . Together
with the new eﬀect predicate that states that this operation occurs in every
interval of length greater than 1/freq , we can infer that the operation occurs
with the desired frequency. Since the original class calculated the speed to
the nearest 0.5 metres/second, the above class is a reﬁnement provided that
the clock frequency is suﬃcient to allow at least MaxSpeed/0.5 clock pulses
in the minimum possible wheel rotation time wheel circum/MaxSpeed . The
frequency of 1MHz is suﬃcient to ensure this.
Following the ideas in [12], we create objects of class Speedometer which
will eventually be our clock and wheel sensor objects. A simple data reﬁne-
ment changes the state of Speedometer to the following (where the ellipses
are placeholders for class features that have not changed since the previous
deﬁnition of Speedometer).
Speedometer
. . .
clock : Speedometer
c©
sensor : Speedometer
c©
count : N
speed ! : Speed
. . .
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The use of Object-Z’s containment operator, denoted by a subscript c©, disal-
lows any recursion [15], such that an object of class Speedometer cannot refer
to itself via sensor or clock . In fact, the semantics of the containment operator
is more general: it also prevents aliasing of objects of the type Speedometer
c©
from all parts of the speciﬁcation. We further assume aliasing with objects of
type Speedometer is not possible when we apply this rule.
We then migrate some of the behaviour of our class to the new objects. In
Object-Z, given an operation P and another operation S which uses P , e.g.,
S =̂ P ∧ T , we can migrate P to such an object a by changing S to
S =̂ a.P ∧ T
This will be a reﬁnement under the retrieve relation R which maps each vari-
able x which is free in P to a.x . This follows from the fact that the applicability
and correctness simulation rules for Object-Z [2] hold:
Applicability: R ⇒ (preP ⇒ pre a.P)
Correctness: R ∧ a.P ⇒ (∃ s ′ • R′ ∧ P)
where s ′ denotes the post-state abstract state variables.
In Real-Time Object-Z, the situation is not as straightforward. If the
start or end time of the operation P , and hence S 6 , are precisely deﬁned, for
example, then the migration to object a will remove this constraint from S .
The constraint will be part of a.P and, under the semantics of synchronisation
of operations, S need only share a time with a.P (not necessarily its start and
end times). Hence, we will not have a reﬁnement, since there will be more
possible times that S can occur and hence more, rather than less, real-time
histories.
A similar problem arises when the duration of P , and hence S , is precisely
deﬁned. In general, to determine whether an operation migration results in
a reﬁnement, we need to consider all timing constraints on the operation,
including those in the operation’s TIC predicates. We need to ensure that
the possible start and end times for S after the migration are subsets of those
before. Then the set of real-time histories of the class will also be a subset
and we will have a reﬁnement.
One way to ensure reﬁnement is to duplicate timing constraints on the
migrated operation. For example, returning to our case study, we migrate the
operation ClockPulse to the object Clock as follows.
6 Since P and S refer to the same τ and τ ′, they will necessarily have the same start and
end times.
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Speedometer
. . .
IncCount
Δ(count)
count ′ = count + 1
τ ′ < τ + 1/freq
Count =̂ clock .ClockPulse ∧ IncCount
. . .
The constraint on the duration of Count (through ClockPulse) is maintained
after the migration by its explicit duplication in IncCount . Note that there is
no need to duplicate the eﬀect predicate which states that ClockPulse occurs
in every interval of 1/freq seconds. Since clock .ClockPulse is constrained to
occur in all such intervals and its duration is less than 1/freq seconds, to ensure
synchronisation Count must also occur in all such intervals.
Similarly, we migrate the operation WheelPulse to the sensor object.
Speedometer
. . .
NewSpeed
Δ(count , speed !)
count ′ = 0
speed !′ = wheel circum/(count/freq)± 0.5
∀ t : [τ . . . τ ′] • sensor .wheel angle?(t) mod 2π = 0
CalculateSpeed =̂ sensor .WheelPulse ∧ NewSpeed
. . .
Again we have a reﬁnement due to the explicit duplication of the predicate
which constrains when WheelPulse can be occurring in NewSpeed . Note that
the duplicated predicate refers to the wheel angle? input of sensor (since this is
the one that is used to constrain the timing of sensor .WheelPulse). The eﬀect
predicate on sensor .WheelPulse and the synchronisation of this operation with
CalculateSpeed ensures the original constraints this eﬀect predicate had on
CalculateSpeed (through WheelPulse).
Following the approach of [12], we next introduce two new classes, Clock
and WheelSensor , which are exact copies of Speedometer . We then change
the types of the objects clock and sensor in Speedometer to be Clock
c© and
WheelSensor
c© respectively. This change is semantics-preserving since the
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classes Speedometer , Clock and WheelSensor are syntactically, and hence se-
mantically, identical. Furthermore, we do not have recursion of aliasing as
discussed previously.
Speedometer
. . .
clock : Clock
c©
sensor : WheelSensor
c©
count : N
speed ! : Speed
. . .
Clock
. . .
clock : Speedometer
c©
sensor : Speedometer
c©
count : N
speed ! : Speed
. . .
WheelSensor
. . .
clock : Speedometer
c©
sensor : Speedometer
c©
count : N
speed ! : Speed
. . .
We are now in a position to signiﬁcantly simplify all three class deﬁnitions.
In Clock and WheelSensor , we can remove features which are not referenced.
Since these classes were introduced by our process the only class referencing
them will be Speedometer . Hence, the removal of the features will have no
eﬀect on the semantics of the speciﬁcation. In Speedometer , we can remove
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operations which we introduced in the orignal reﬁnement and which have been
migrated to Clock and WheelPulse. Since the speciﬁcation did not reference
these before we began the refactoring process, their removal will again have
no eﬀect on its semantics. In addition, below we assume that the origial spec-
iﬁcation did not access the enviornmental input wheel angle? of Speedometer
allowing its removal as well.
Through these simpliﬁcation we see how the classes reﬂect their intended
purpose. The class Speedometer interacts with objects of classes Clock and
WheelSensor to output a value for the current speed.
Speedometer
clock : Clock
c©
sensor : WheelSensor
c©
count : N
speed ! : Speed
INIT
count > 2 ∗ wheel circum ∗ freq
speed ! = 0
IncCount
Δ(count)
count ′ = count + 1
τ ′ < τ + 1/freq
Count =̂ clock .ClockPulse ∧ IncCount
NewSpeed
Δ(count , speed !)
count ′ = 0
speed !′ = wheel circum/(count/freq)± 0.5
∀ t : [τ . . . τ ′] • sensor .wheel angle?(t) mod 2π = 0
CalculateSpeed =̂ sensor .WheelPulse ∧ NewSpeed
true
true
The class Clock produces a pulse at a frequency of 1MHz
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Clock
ClockPulse
τ ′ < τ + 1/freq
true
〈δ > 1/freq〉 ⊆ 〈true〉 ; 〈ClockPulse〉 ; 〈true〉
and the class WheelSensor produces a pulse for each rotation of the wheel.
WheelSensor
wheel angle? : T R
WheelPulse
wheel angle?(τ) mod 2π = 0
∀ t : [τ . . . τ ′] • wheel angle?(t) mod 2π = 0
〈| s wheel angle?|  2π ∗MaxSpeed/wheel circum〉 = 〈true〉
〈wheel angle? mod 2π = 0〉 ; 〈wheel angle? mod 2π = 0〉 ⊆
〈true〉 ; 〈WheelPulse〉 ; 〈true〉
5 Reﬁnement
Given the semantics of operation synchronisation in Section 3, the speciﬁca-
tion of the previous section ensures that the operation Count of Speedometer
overlaps in time with the operation ClockPulse of the object clock . Similarly,
the operation CalculateSpeed of Speedometer overlaps in time with the op-
eration WheelPulse of the object sensor . This notion of overlapping is very
loose, however, and does not precisely capture the timing or causality of the
synchronisations. For example, the ClockPulse operation of the object clock
needs to occur ﬁrst and trigger the Count operation of Speedometer .
We would like to be able to reﬁne the speciﬁcation, therefore, by placing
more precise constraints in each class on the shared output variable t !. How-
ever, such reﬁnements involving shared output varibles are potentially non-
compositional. That is, reﬁning one class in isolation does not guarantee the
reﬁnement of the whole speciﬁcation. A method of dealing with this problem
in Object-Z is presented in [11]. The method involves an equivalence trans-
formation of the speciﬁcation to one in which introduced constraints prohibit
non-compositional reﬁnements. We illustrate the method for the operation
Count .
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The ﬁrst step of the process is to equate the shared output variables of
the conjoined operations to fresh input variables. The only shared output
variable of Count is the implicitly deﬁned t !, which is implicitly constrained
in each operation to be τ  t !  τ ′ (refer to Section 3.1). Thus, we redeﬁne
ClockPulse and IncCount to include a fresh input variable overlap? : T and a
constraint t ! = overlap?:
Clock
. . .
ClockPulse
overlap? : T
τ ′ < τ + 1/freq
t ! = overlap?
. . .
Speedometer
. . .
sensor : WheelSensor
c©
clock : Clock1 c©
count : N
speed ! : Speed
IncCount
Δ(count)
overlap? : T
τ ′ < τ + 1/freq
count ′ = count + 1
t ! = overlap?
Count =̂ (clock .ClockPulse ∧ IncCount) \ {overlap?}
. . .
The hiding of overlap? in Count makes this step an equivalence transformation
[11].
The next step is to introduce a coupling operation that will allow us to
perform reﬁnements determining the choice of overlap?, i.e., a time at which
the operations must overlap. This operation, CountTime, is deﬁned as follows:
CountTime =̂ [ pre clock .ClockPulse ∧ pre IncCount ][overlap!/overlap?],
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where 7
pre clock .ClockPulse ≡ freq = 0 ∧ clock .τ  overlap? < clock .τ + 1/freq
and
pre IncCount ≡ τ  overlap?.
assuming all pre-state variables are at least within their types. Given this
deﬁnition, the following is semantically equivalent to our original Speedometer
class [11].
Speedometer
. . .
CountTime
overlap! : T
freq = 0
clock .τ  overlap! < clock .τ + 1/freq
τ  overlap!
Count =̂ CountTime ‖ (clock .ClockPulse ∧ IncCount)
. . .
CountTime communicates the value of the variable overlap! to ClockPulse and
IncCount through the Object-Z parallel composition operator. In Object-Z,
the parallel operator (‖) uniﬁes output variables with input variables where
the basename is shared, and hides those variables. In this case overlap! is
uniﬁed with overlap? in the latter operations and hidden.
The introduction of the operation CountTime into the speciﬁcation of
the Speedometer class does not complete the compositional decoupling of the
Count operation, because in this case we have introduced a direct reference
to the state variable τ in the Clock class from the Speedometer class. To
circumvent this, as with all references to foreign state variables, we introduce
an accessor operation (in this case GetOpStartTime):
Clock
. . .
GetOpStartTime =̂ [ τ ! : T | τ ! = τ ]
. . .
7 In Object-Z the precondition is deﬁned by existentially quantifying the post-state vari-
ables (outputs included) over the predicate of the operation [2].
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Speedometer
. . .
sensor : WheelSensor
c©
clock : Clock
c©
count : N
speed ! : Speed
CountTime
overlap!, last clock?, τ? : T
freq = 0
τ?  overlap! < τ? + 1/freq
τ  overlap!
Count =̂ clock .GetOpStartTime
‖ CountTime
‖ (clock .ClockPulse ∧ IncCount)
. . .
5.1 Example Reﬁnement
Given the compositional decoupling of the classes above, we can now reﬁne
the way in which the synchronisation in the operation Count take place. For
example, we could reﬁne the speciﬁcation such that IncCount is triggered by
the falling edge of the clock pulse. Assuming the end time of the ClockPulse
operation coincides with its falling edge, we need to reﬁne ClockPulse to equate
τ ′ with overlap?
ClockPulse
Δ(last clock)
overlap? : T
τ ′ < τ + 1/freq
last clock ′ = τ
t ! = overlap?
τ ′ = overlap?
and CountTime to equate overlap! with τ .
CountTime
overlap!, last clock?, τ? : T
freq = 0
τ?  overlap! < τ? + 1/freq
τ = overlap!
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6 Conclusion
This paper has presented an approach for refactoring Real-Time Object-Z
speciﬁcations. This allows design issues to be ignored at a high level of ab-
straction and introduced via a sequence of reﬁnement steps. The approach
was illustrated by refactoring a speedometer speciﬁcation to include a clock
and a wheel sensor component. Additionally, it was illustrated how further
reﬁnements can be used to introduce the precise timing and causality of syn-
chronisations between components.
A complete design methodology, however, also needs to account for the
fact that it is often desirable for initial speciﬁcations of real-time systems
to be ‘ideal’ and only approximate the ﬁnal implementation. For example, a
speciﬁcation which sets a variable v to be equal to a continuous environmental
variable u is not implementable. The reading of variable u (by a sensor) would
necessarily include some ﬁnite error (due to both quantization error and time
delay). Hence, the best we could hope for is that v = u ± e for some small e.
However, including such errors in an initial abstract speciﬁcation distracts
the speciﬁer from the essential functionality of the system and complicates
formal analysis. Hence, some means of incrementally introducing such details
of the physical implementation is required. This issue is tackled for Timed
Interval Calculus (TIC) speciﬁcations in [14,16]. The approach is to interleave
so-called realisation steps with reﬁnement steps. A complete set of realisation
rules for TIC is presented in [14] and applied to a non-trivial case study in [16].
Adapting these rules for Real-Time Object-Z is an area of possible future work.
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